Directorate Children and Young People

Parental permission slip
Child’s name:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
1.

Intimate Care/ changing

I understand that all staff at St. Christopher’s EYFS unit have enhanced DBS clearance to work with young children and are trained in child
protection and intimate care matters. I consent to my child’s keyworker or a chosen member of staff to changing my child and providing
intimate care following a toilet accident or other activity that leads to the need for my child to be changed.
2.

Pupil participation on educational visits

Planned visits outside the setting: In response to children’s interests and as part of the active learning experiences we encourage in the
EYFS at St. Christopher’s, children will be involved in educational and local visits. These will last for a maximum of one morning for
Foundation 1 and one full day for Foundation 2. A detailed risk assessment will be completed to ensure effective health and safety
measures are in place including adequate adult: child ratios. All parents are informed about these visits via the setting notice board,
newsletter or note home.
Spontaneous local visits on foot: Children’s responses to planned activities within the setting can sometimes prompt practitioners to take
children on spontaneous local visits on foot to further extend and support their learning. The perimeters of these visits extend from
Europa Point, the NAAFI shop, local Europa estate play park and St. Bernard’s Church (accessed via subway route). On occasions such as
these, a general consent will be required once (please see below) and no further notification will be required. A generic risk assessment
will be carried out in advance and parents will be notified that a visit has taken place when collecting children at the end of the session.
If you would like your child to opt out of ‘Spontaneous local visits on foot’ please inform the EYFS leader.
3.

Illness or accident whilst at school

In the event of an accident, illness or injury I understand that the school will try to contact a parent. Should the illness or injury be
considered an emergency then an ambulance will be called first and then parents will be contacted. If the school is unable to make
contact with either parent a member of staff will accompany my child to the appropriate medical facility. I understand that at this time, in
the opinion of a qualified medical practitioner, treatment may be carried out. Please sign below to authorise.
4.

Use of video, digital cameras and photographs

I understand that the staff at St. Christopher’s will be using photographic and video information to support the building of a profile of
achievement for my child. I give my permission for them to use these images for educational purposes and understand that the staff are
aware of the guidelines that govern the use of visual images. I am also aware that I will need to adhere to the setting’s policy regarding
the use of visual images.
I am also aware that the school will wish to use images of children to illustrate the range and breadth of their work. Where external
photographers attend the school for events or portrait photographs, they will always be accompanied by staff members. Please sign below
to authorise the EYFS leader to add images of your child to the school website, Strait Talk or Command event.
Declaration:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

I grant permission for the staff to provide intimate care for my child should the need arise following a toilet or other accident
requiring intimate care
I grant permission for my child to take part in any one day visits organised by the school *including/not including spontaneous
local visits on foot (*delete as appropriate)
Should the school be unable to contact either parent in the event of a serious accident or injury, I understand that an
ambulance will be called. I grant permission for a member of staff to accompany my child to the medical facility deemed
appropriate by the ambulance crew and to treatment which, in the opinion of a qualified medical practitioner is necessary, may
be carried out.
I grant permission for my child to have their image used for educational and internal purposes only.
I grant permission for the EYFS leader to use photographs of my child for the school website.

Parents signature:

Date:

